
Secure, scalable, cloud-hosted  
— with no IT investment

Spend more time on growing your IR 
content rather than on maintaining it. 

• we handle all platform upgrades  
& maintenance 

• unlimited, secure storage of all file sizes 
& types, including datasets, 3D images 
& multimedia 

• best-in-class search engine 
optimization (SEO) to ensure your 
content is highly ranked & discoverable 
on search engines such as Google, 
Google Scholar & Bing 

• reliable performance with 99% uptime 

Dedicated consultation & 
strategic guidance 

With over 20 years’ experience we know 
what you need to succeed.

• dedicated technical support to help 
you scale up quickly 

• free, ongoing training & advisory services 
for administrators & journal editors 

• custom site design & journals 
branding, plus annual redesigns

Get more with the  
Smart IR

Digital Commons increases efficiency 
and impact through:

• automatically populating your IR 
with metadata harvested directly 
from Scopus

• integrating PlumX Metrics into your 
IR dashboard 

• using our Outbound API to pull your IR 
data into your faculty reporting system 
or for text-mining purposes

• accurate, visually compelling analytics 
to prove global readership & influence

Serving your institution’s 
diverse needs,  
simply & seamlessly

<600 
institutions worldwide

<5.0 million 
full-text OA articles

>1.0 billion 
downloads

>2,300 
journals

Digital Commons is a state-of-the-art institutional repository solution with integrated professional-grade 
publishing and faculty profiles tools so you can openly publish, manage and showcase the full spectrum of your 
institution’s research, scholarship and expertise.

Show the world what sets your institution apart

Read our blog bepress.com/community-news  
to keep up-to-date with our ever-evolving product roadmap.

http://bepress.com/community-news


Show the world what sets your 
institution apart 
Showcase the breadth of your faculty members’  
scholarship & research 

From faculty peer-reviewed articles to working papers, conference 
proceedings, open educational resources and more, Digital 
Commons showcases the breadth of work being done across your 
institution to enhance the reputation of faculty and programs.

Facilitate institution-led OA journal publishing 

Enable faculty members and students to publish Diamond open 
access journals in any field, whether established or emerging. 
Top-rated search engine optimization (SEO) will bring readers 
from every corner of the globe so editors (and you) can see the 
impact of their journals. 

Manage & promote your students’ work & ETDs

Entice prospective students with a taste of what they can 
accomplish – honors theses, capstone projects, student-edited 
publications, fieldwork, creative arts, theses and dissertations 
— while giving current students a visible, lasting home for 
their accomplishments.  

Engage alumni and donors 

Share your institution’s legacy with the world, from portraits and 
speeches of past chancellors to theatre playbills, yearbooks and 
the uniforms worn by the 1952 field hockey teams.

Align with core institutional values & strategies

Promote your institution’s teaching excellence by offering the full 
range of open educational resources (OERs) and open textbooks 
to help save your students money while increasing student 
engagement and retention.

Host a virtual or in-person event

Make the most of institutionally hosted events such as 
conferences, symposia, workshops and lecture series with 
intuitive tools to plan, promote and publish all aspect. Manage 
everything from calls for papers to archived proceedings; plus, 
streaming video and audio capture all presentation formats.

Support data management needs

Securely store, manage and openly share data — in any 
format — from researchers, departments and centers hosted 
by your institutions.
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elsevier.com/solutions/digital-commons

Want stakeholders to fall in love with the library?
Talk with us today about the projects and challenges you’re 
working on. Together, we’ll explore how Digital Commons can 
demonstrably increase the impact of your institution’s research, 
scholarship and expertise.

Accurate, visually compelling 
analytics to prove global readership 
& influence
• reporting tools include ability to filter, export and share 

analytics such as search referrer trends, readership by 
region, country and institution, and usage over time 

• on-demand readership metrics demonstrate influence 
to authors, peers, colleagues and key stakeholders at 
your institution 

• our sophisticated algorithm eliminates inflated 
readership and download counts to give you confidence 
in your reports

Join the Digital Commons Network & reach 
millions of readers around the globe

http://www.elsevier.com/solutions/digital-commons

